Application Considerations for Tables and Chairs Licence

- The location of the premises within the context of the city, town or village.
- The clear width of the remaining footway – this should be no less than 1.8 metres in order to accommodate the safe passage of all pedestrians (2.4 metres in busy pedestrianised areas).
- Access for emergency vehicles and vehicular access to premises.
- Suitability of any outside heating (in the licensed area)
- Suitability of any outdoor electrical circuits (in the licensed area)
- Lighting plans (where the licensed area is to be open during the hours of darkness)
- Transportability of planters (these need to be removed from the licensed area when it is closed)
- Suitability of any parasols to be used (required to be substantial in nature, securely anchored and wholly contained within the curtilage of the licensed area).